
Grantha is a script, developed by the Pallavas
to write Prakrit and Sanskrit in the Tamil country.

It further evolved into the Tamil and Malayalam scripts. 

The Pallavas had extensive contacts 

Grantha script

The Pallavas had extensive contacts 
with the South-east Asian countries, 

which were influenced by Hinduism and Buddhism.

In these countries, the Grantha script 
was used to write Sanskrit scriptures.

In course of time scripts for the local languages 
grew out of the Grantha script  



Here is the Grantha alphabet of today. 
It can be seen that many of the letters are similar to 

those of Tamil, but closer the Malayalam script

Vowels

Consonants



Mahendra Pallava initiated excavating cave temples 
in the Tamil country. 

Grantha
Mahendra Pallava, Mandagappattu, 7th century CE

in the Tamil country. 

There is an inscription 
in Sanskrit written in the Grantha script

in his first cave temple 
in Mandagappattu in Villuppuram district



Grantha
Mahendra Pallava, 7th century CE

This is the Grantha inscription of Mahendra Pallava 
in Mandagappattu



A part of the inscription is given below 
transliterated into the Tamil script and Devanagari

Mahendra Pallava inscription





Grantha
Parantaka Pandya, Anaimalai, 8th century CE

As vaTTezhuttuwas in greater currency As vaTTezhuttuwas in greater currency 
in the Pandya country than elsewhere in Tamilnadu, 

we can see in inscriptions
vaTTezhuttu characters in Grantha inscription, 

as we see in this Pandya sample. 



The son of mAra, madhurakavi, resident of

karavandapura, prosperous, able, most sweet-

Text of the inscription

karavandapura, prosperous, able, most sweet-

tempered, belonging to a amily of physicians built this

temple of Vishnu. That some intelligent minister of

the Pandya king, called Parantaka, gave ths

immeasurably rich (agrahara) to the first-born.



Here is the text transliterated into Devanagari



In the excerpt given below, it would be possible to 
see the similarity and variation of the Grantha script

With the Tamil script.



The Chozha elegance manifests in their writing also, 

as can be seen this 

Grantha
Uttama Chozha, 9th century AD

as can be seen this 

bi-lingual – Grantha and Tamil – inscription.

Administration of the country, the forte of the Chozha-s 

is also evident from the inscription. 



Text of the inscription

Being ordered by Chola, the destroyer of Madhura, that in

consideration of their poverty, no taxes like royal dues should

be levied; it was also authorised by the city magnates. The

house-holders living in chola-niyama along with the managers

of the temple of Hari, situated in the Uraka should individuallyof the temple of Hari, situated in the Uraka should individually

prepare monthly accounts of income and expenditure and

show them to the royal weavers living in the four quarters. In

the 16th year of the prosperous king Parakesarivarman alias

Uttama Choladeva, when (this) Lord was pleased to be present

in the Chitra-mandapa hall to the south withi the palace of

kachchipEDu the officer chOzha mUvEndavELAr (requested)

the king that (for the eity) of this kachchippEDU ……



Text transliterated
G
ra
n
th
a

T
a
m
il



We have a sample from this period, 

Grantha
Rajendra Chozha, 11th century AD

We have a sample from this period, 

taken from the famous Copperplates of Tiruvalangadu,

a great epigraphic curiosity.

The meykirti is another specimen of flowery literary style 

of the Chozha period



May Bhavani grant you prosperity, who seeing a reflection

of herself in the gem on the head of the lord of serpents

(serving as) neck-jewel of Shrikantha and suspecting that

to be another woman and consequently, bashful and

jealous tremulously looks askance all the time at her

husband praying prostrate at her feet with his heart

yearning to embrace her. May the family of the Cholas

Text translated

yearning to embrace her. May the family of the Cholas

long rule the earth (the family) which is the lake of the

sport of glorious royal swans of heroism, the sun to

(gladden) the lotuses (in the shape of) scholars, the leader

of the caravan on the two routes of (merit) seen and

unseen (ie, herein and hereafter), the overlord of the royal

races, the ocean wherein all collections of gems of good

qualities are born and the remover of the distress of the

world. . .



Text with transliteration



Two lines of the inscription are given here 
with transliteration



India India from the very early times 

was obsessed with

sound and structure of language,

which in turn produced 

a extremely logical, highly functional script, a extremely logical, highly functional script, 

that inspired almost the entire continent.

On the other hand, China, the other mighty civilisation,

resorted to putting anything of value to writing

and focused on aesthetics of form also.


